2. China RE development program

Developing renewable energy (RE) has become an important direction for
global energy development at present. Both developed countries and
developing countries take developing RE such as hydropower, wind power and
solar power as an important means to meet challenges of energy security and
climate changes. The Chinese Government attaches great importance to RE
development and pledges to raise the percentage of non-fossil energy in the
total energy consumption mix to 15% by 2020, and 20% by 2030.
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1. Development Ideas
Active and orderly development of
hydropower
Properly handle resettlement and environmental
protection problems, orderly develop large hydropower
bases;
Reasonably and effectively use divergent resources
and optimize small hydropower development
Integrate new energy development and grid operation
requirement, and expedite pumped-storage plant
construction.

Expand solar energy diversified use
market capacity
Comprehensively drive distribution PV scale
development;
Orderly build solar PV plant, do so in the west in line
with outbound delivery passage and properly build
various types of power plants in the mid-east area;
Actively drive solar heat power generation demo project
construction;
Vigorously promote solar heat use in a diversified way.

Comprehensive and balanced promotion
of wind power development
NW, NE and N areas persist in combination of local
digestion and delivery digestion and drive wind power
scale development;
Based on enhanced resource survey, on the principle
of local digestion, speed up low and medium-speed wind
resource development;
Speed up offshore wind power key project
construction and nurture industrial chain

Drive biomass comprehensive use
and others
Expand briquette fuel application, drive biogas scale
development and boost biomass energy cascade use
poly-generation demonstration;
Ascertain geothermal energy resources, actively
promote geothermal energy use, orderly drive
geothermal energy power generation and drive a number
of 10,000 kW power generation projects;
Carry out sea energy comprehensive use technical
demo and speed up tidal power plant construction.
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2. Development and Use Key Indicators
Overall targets of RE development (by 2020)
Main type

Energy consumption indicator

Key indicators
Annual use of non-fossil energy: 730 million tce, including 580 million
tce for commercial use

Power mix indicator

Installed generation capacity :680 million MW, and annual energy output:
1.9 trillion kWh, taking about 27% share of total energy output,
and over 9% non-water RE energy output of total power consumption.

Economic indicator

Considering environment cost, resource-rich area and nonabandonment of WTG, new wind farm tariff and local thermal power ongrid tariff about the same. PV plant tariff will be equal to retail price.
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Individual targets of RE development (by 2020)
Catagory

Utilization Capacity

Electricity output/
per year

Hydro power

340GW

1.25 trillion kWh

Integrated wind power

210 GW

420 billion kWh

Solar power

105 GW

125 billion kWh

Solar thermal power

5 GW

20 billion kWh

Biomass energy

15 GW

90 billion kWh

